Not legal advice; simply my opinion (law has always just been an opinion)
You cannot know the enemy, you can only know yourself.
King John sent tax collectors in to Gotham...they got wise...by acting insane the tax collectors had to move on and
call them...incompetent....the birth of the idiot... The trick worked, leading to the saying: "There are more fools
pass through Gotham than remain in it." Villagers were also dubbed the Wise Men of Gotham.
IRS is voluntary just watch senator Harry Reed on YouTube tell you!! If u know how to decipher it…lol

Does government believe it can tell u what to do with your property? Absolutely not unless u let them (consent)!!
What we earn from our personal labour, if we’re not employed by the government, our money is foreign income
because it’s foreign to the government.
Stranger=foreigner in a system that doesn’t recognize man. “I’m a stranger in these parts.”
Will Karl was trying to gain possession of his kid he made sure that it happened in another state.. So he had his kid
flown out of the state because he had a feeling they would try to plant something on him like 20 lbs. of meth and
try and put him in jail for 20 years!!
3 of the last 4 governors of Alabama are in federal prison!!! Know who you are up against!!
Intercourse with the devil/government is dangerous AVOID AT ALL COST!!NO DEALS!!! NO DEALS!!THEY ARE NOT
HONORABLE!!!
In good law there are no synonyms….it Karl Lentz not Karl Rudolf Lentz his father…it is exact or it is not..

If one doesn’t believe in god this law stuff won’t work….the courts only fear god..Why else are they behaving?

Dealing with the IRS and the CRA.
The lynch pin for the IRS bothering to put you in tax court is the assessment….(remember they have been known
to use an administrative courts vs. tax courts to get jurisdiction)
without an assessment they can’t move against you civilly or criminally..One objection comes to mind… if they
wanted to come in to your building the find your records and you obstructed them..But other than that they use
the assessment to move against you..
so if the irs is messing with you what u want to do is find the person that did the assessment..
You do this by a freedom of information request. “who is the agent or agents that did the assessment between the
years (2010-2013)?”
when u get that info you write a letter to the agent and write the regular questions that expose the lie.“Can they
verify the debt?” this set you up to do your claim against that agent….
if you have a levy or a lien by the IRS on your house it came from an assessment…it didn’t happen by itself…that
means someone is on the hook!! And they can’t lien or levy u up unless they have a judgment.. And if they do this,

all u have to do is go to your local county court and tell them that the local county recorder’s office has a lien on
you and you require an immediate hearing on this matter and u have a right to a trial!!
So the IRS can’t enforce it on the civil side..but the IRS will retaliate and come after u criminally because the
underlining assessment is still on the table… and the IRS will try and come after u criminally
KL “they can come after you but they can’t come after i the man so just make sure you separate yourself form
them by separating i the man from the person....there is no you.. Just i….
ask them who they are coming after? They will invariably use the word you to write you..Well this sets you up to
explain there is no you there is only i a man..
Augment your process by doing another freedom of information act request to the director of the IRS and ask
them for a proof of claim.. What you will get back is a single page answer “there is no proof of claim” signed by the
director in blue ink…this places the magistrate in a box.
But one doesn’t don’t need this ultimately because u don’t care about the director of the IRS ‘s opinion… because
when u put your claim in they will not be able to bring a verifiable claim to the court and check mate!!
And don’t forget when you bring your claim you also need to place your order!!the claim is what went wrong or
what stating and then the order is part two saying how u want it fixed or want you want done!!Place them at the
same time!!

If i create money or i create wealth and i go to work and i put green dollars in my pocket that’s my property and
nobody has the right make a claim for my hard work…nobody but i alone not even a dime!! What does the IRS
thinks it has done for me? Has it housed me, fed me, and clothed me because i only remember mom and dad
doing that for me? i owe nothing to the IRS!! Show me where it provided me a service or created a product in
which it tendered me and i have yet to pay for! And i u cant then i owe the IRS nothing!
Do not sign the 10-40 form (tax season), it’s a confession.
Go back with your “confession and avoidance” and explain to them I’m sorry I made an error I entered into a
contract and I now rescind and revoke any claim upon that contract.
“I’m just a man, and I’m looking for the regular 10-40 form that applies to man.” The first one they send us back is
going to have a OMB number that can only be used to collect information for that stated purpose (having foreign
earned income). Write another letter, “look I’m just a man under the common law, and I need to just get the 10-40
form that applies to i a man. Look, I don’t have any foreign income, I don’t do business in foreign banks, i don’t
even leave the country. i can’t fill this out under penalty of perjury, because it has an OMB number of this on it,
and that OMB number gives me the status of a foreign party. Again, I am just a man, not a foreign party, please
help me. Could you send me the correct form? I am just the regular 10-40 form that only applies to I a man.”
The next one they send will say that we are an officer of the government and that I reside in the District of
Columbia and that I am a corporate entity and that I am a party by that privileged entity. We write them back again
“please, i have to sign this under penalty of perjury, could you please help me? i just need to have the regular 1040 form that only applies to I a man, none of the fancy ones, i am not a party to any of these and I have to sign this
under penalty of perjury. I’m just a regular man under the common law.”
3 times the charm, and then they’ll leave us alone.
KARL: letter from the IRS, we write back “I believe there’s no standing obligation attached to my person to comply
with such orders/demands. Please show me the law.”

Tactic number one …makes the person confess that they are a man or woman before u get anywhere!!

No man at the IRS has firsthand knowledge of your case because they weren’t there. Hence everything the IRS will
say will only be hearsay in court. And no IRS agents are allowed in a common law court unless they have firsthand

knowledge of the matter.

U do not want to divulge your earnings to the IRS …
Look for extortion and have them put it in writing because it is communicating a threat and extortion…but for a
person in their legal society it is not ..Because they fall within their right to do that to them…don’t succumb they
don’t have jurisdiction (authority)

When we use the SIN # we are saying we are an employee of Canada working for your company.
Hence Canada is rightly asking for their cut we put Canada in the middle of our employment.
Write exempt on your tax forms!!!

What does one do if the IRS sends a request to file package?
Administrative process ….letters:
First letter to the irs
“hi suzy, my name is bob how can i help you?”
“hi bob, i’m contacting you because u owe money”
“hi suzy, how much do you believe i owe?”
“hi bob, I don’t believe you owe the IRS does”
“i apologize i am not sure how i owe Mr. or Mrs. IRS any money?”
Intro letter to IRS.
Hi Mr. or Mrs. IRS? How would you like me to address you: i don’t believe we have been formerly introduced, let
me introduce myself, i am a man and my name is Karl and who are you again? And how do we have any business
as i have no recollection?
If you have a name agents name ask in letter..
Hi Suzy, Are you the man or woman assigned to help settle this matter?

Write the man or woman at the IRS
Dear Lili,
Thank you for your concern in regards to this matter. As i wish to settle this account as soon as possible, please
forward me a signed verifiable bill for what it is you believe is true due and owing at this time.
Kind regards,
Robin

Sample letter

I don’t know who the united states is /IRS..i have never met him i have never touch it never saw it i never smelt it i
never taste it i have no idea what it is i believe it might exist somewhere or in some dimension but i haven’t seen it
in the third dimension. Where does it exist? I don’t know but my guess is that it is in the hearts and minds of men.
Can i touch it ? No. can i talk to it? No can i see it? No …well then how can i owe it a debt? Will it come into open
court and press it on the record?

- How to get the name of the man or woman working at an agency that is pursuing you
I got a lovely letter from the IRS and i want to know who the man or woman is who has been assigned this case?
They answer whatever name and just confirmed it was a man or woman…!!
U get the name and write her … hey are you sue the woman that has been assigned my case?
She should say yes i am the woman (you now have her in the capacity of a woman)
But if she is smart she will say…No i am the agent who is in charge of your case.. in that case u ask her for the man
or woman.
Write the man or woman who is the top dog at the agency and ask do you believe that I owe this agency a debt? If
so, how am I indebted to this agency? What is it they provide for me? What was the benefit I received? What was
the product? What was the service? And please itemize it and give me a bill of particulars?
Ask who is saying i owe them money? Who you tax revenue lady the prime minister who? Who’s signed this chase
into existence? Chase them demand to speak to who owes you money or who says you owe…

When they write “you” there is no you as there is no more than just me singular here simple as a man. There is
only i a man.
Engage whoever is coming at you and say u want to pay but before you do i just want to have a chat and see if i
can work it out with the (IRS or CRA) on the private side so i can get my paperwork right with a few letter and a
conversation before i cut them a cheque… You don’t want to say no it’s the fastest way to court!!
Talk like a man… don’t say” can you hand me a bill for what i am lawfully liable for?”
Just pretend ur talking to anybody else” can u hand me a bill”
Drop the lawfully liable position and play stupid… please send me the bill? Will not make them want to get legal
with you.. keeping it simple… remember the irs cant send you a bill… so the next question is well then how can i
know how much i owe? And who r u? …suzy? So you’re the one who is saying this is true? (god only knows what is
true) she should be saying something like they say you owe? Respond with who is this they you speak of? And can
u get me in contact with this they that says i owe them? Maybe there name so i can find them because i think they
might be mistaken so i just want to clear this up?
You are trying trap them? So draw them out? Play stupid?
Did you create the 1040? Do you understand the words on the form? Then why are you doing other than everyone
else is doing it? It is just peer pressure….
if they want you to force you because you are completely compromised remind them they are holding a gun and
you are not and that’s why you are signing it and place your ” NA “ down as your signature… it’s non assumpsit…
Means nothing above applies to i a man.. and let them know you put your mark down on the paper and its
lawfull..take it to you legal department they will know…

They say u have been paying this tax all your life… respond with “ i am relooking at my life and realizing everything
i looked at that i was doing has been wrong… so now i want to double check everything…soo what is this national
insurance tax or whatever tax they are talking about…
Ask these silly agent where the law says u have to pay and if they know it have them actually read it to you…they
will cite will read some code nonsense.. Reply where am i expressly written into it? I am not a tax payer i am not a
citizen? I am just a man… done…….

If the IRS says you are a citizen what does that have to do with one receives stressful letter from the IRS? What
does that have to do with me driving with a driver’s license? Because at the end they will never be able to produce
the accuser..(the state) because they aren’t going to appear and testify that i got a citizenship or social security?
No they wont be able to testify and neither can their attorney is court” because the plaintiff must appear!!
Lawyers can’t testify whether i have a citizenship card or if i rescinded or revoked it!!

Dealing with the IRS, and understanding courts of record
Say the IRS is writing you letter saying they made some assessment
You write back “notice i believe you are doing is extortion and i also believe this is fraud. u are trying to claim i owe
a debt which i do not believe i owe. Until some man or woman is going to come into court and swear under oath or
affirmation in an open court that i owe this debt, as i will work a settlement with that man.. but until that time i
believe you are trying to commit extortion and i also believe what u are doing is fraud and if you don’t cease and
desist immediately, i am going to submit a case against you in a common law court of record, because you are
causing me stress.
Now if i continue to get letters form you in the mail i a going to charge you $10,000 per letter for compensation for
the stress of dealing with each letter, as i see this as harm to me as a man..because you don’t have a lawful claim
to my property.
THE BIGGEST WORD IN LAW IS WRONG, USE IT!!

How to respond to a letter from the IRS
Kl ” it( the IRS) can’t send you anything only a man or woman can.”
Is there a signature on the letter from the irs?
If not u need to find out who wrote this IRS letter and who is liable for sending it to you?
Someone has to make themselves known to me? Because the IRS isn’t real?
Establish this by stating in earlier letters that you don’t even know if the IRS is a man or woman because u never
met no IRS remind me of how we know each other please and thx u
When the IRS asks you to file you don’t give them answer that show your understanding of them at all..come off
like an idiot who doesn’t understand or else you are in danger of bringing them to life.. don’t make them real.. you
are here to expose the fact that no man or woman is going to show up at the end.. so from the beginning you are
trying set that up for the end the jury or the man in the black robe.
Even if you think that u wrote the IRS u have to stop and realize u didn’t write to a man or woman… so no u have
never written anything to the IRS so ignore those past letters.. Start a new line of thinking and chant to yourself
THE IRS DOES’NT EXIST and repeat till it sticks!!

If someone named bob sue sent u a letter that you own them money and have to file with them.. The first thing
you would do is write them back asking them if they are a man or a woman and to remind you how they have any
business dealings together. For the life of me your name escapes me. Please let me know as soon as possible.
Thank you

Letter to the director of the IRS
If u run a corporation you better make sure to train and monitor your subordinates..Because your little monster
called corporation is set loose on the public and u are responsible
A corporation is created to benefit man and the slightest bit of harm and they cannot appeal when they revoke
their charter for harming man..

You go straight to the top and say who is the top dog of the IRS..They should say bob smith…. Then you say i will
write a letter to bob smith…. Hey bob i don’t know if you are aware of what is going.. and i am a man named robin
am trying to communicate a simple letter and al i was asking was a simple question how is this “frivolous”( if the irs
agent has called your process that). Please get your subordinates in line regarding this simple matter and i am sure
u don’t want to be wasting your time on this simple matter..can u put somebody on this case for me..Thanks a lot!!
Don’t waste your time with those seasonal tax agents. .they don’t know anything!! Beside don’t u want to be
talking to the top dog whenever things get silly…because they most probably will….be nice as pie when u write
these letters!!

We can only hold a man liable when he believes, so we try to get them to say.
“Do you believe I owe the debt? What do you believe BOB? Oh you do? Then put that on paper and sign it.”
“i don’t recall how mush income i made. No law requires me to know that” we don’t plan on turning states witness
on ourselves. We are idiot ,,,so u at the IRS tell us since ur the experts!!
Also you should cc J Russel George inspector general of the tax administration..he is responsible for watching over
the improper actions of his IRS agents.. he won’t ignore u because he has been on the hot seat in fornt of congress
before so he is probably going to respond to you..
In writing “who is making a claim, not in the past, right now that i do wrong?”
If they respond” yes we claim that you do wrong” . reply with “which of the you are you talking about? Are you
talking about “i” the man is doing wrong or i the tax payer is doing wrong? Or, i the person, filling out the 1040
form? Who are you claiming did the wrong? tax filer or the man? You separate yourself form the person and have
the IRS state who they are going after..

Phone Time:
So the government is coming after you for some sort of income tax..”when was the date of the last time you
worked?” “ u reply” i can’t remember? Its written on the past letter i wrote” gov official ”let’s put down June 30”

reply with” i don’t know how you could interpret that from my response?”gov official” this is just protocol we just
round it up in our system when people can’t remember. Didn’t u right it down?” u remind her “yes i wrote it in the
letter i sent u..and if i find that letter and the date is different guess who i am going to sue?” gov official “are u
going to sue the tax office?” u reply “did the tax office fill that information incorrectly?” gov official “no” u reply
who do you think that i am going to sue?”gov official should meekly reply “me?”u reply” but since i have you here i
remembered what the letter said here are the two question on that letter..1 i see that this national tax
contribution is a contribution..and when i look up the word contribution it says voluntary? So do i have to pay this
if its voluntary?” gov official” well everybody has to pay their taxes?” reply with “that’s nice but who is everybody?
Because that is not my name?” gov “u know u have to pay?” reply “what law or statute says i have to pay?”gov
official” (starts reading code and speaking of persons)”reply” sorry to interrupt you but who is this person?”gov
official” you know ..you ..we..all of us?”reply with” i don’t know about this u we talk because the last time i looked
d at my birth certificate my name isn’t spelled that way. So again who are these person you are going on about and
what does that have to do with me?” gov official laughing hopefully “well its actually a contribution to your main
taxation” reply with” so somehow how you understand voluntary as mandatory? So that means you think its okay
to go to McDonald’s and ask for a beef burger and you instead get a horse burger..and you are okay with this?”gov
official “well no” reply with” the more u talk the craier this is all starting to sound..it there anywhere where its is
expressly written in there..That means is my name in their? “ gov”no” reply” so then what you are saying is that it’s
just implied?” hopefully this is going to be a pleasant experience and its was a good time and in good spirit ask her”
i just have one more thing to say” gov officially” sure” reply “ i just want to wish you a great weekend” gov official
should be smiling… its important to kindly help remind this officials that they are on the hook for their
actions!(anyone who acts on your behalf is liable)

Court time:
In tax court the irs doesn’t have to give disclosure!!
If you’re dealing with the irs u should be in tax court Venue not anywhere else??!!They like to move you around.
No jurisdictions…drag them into your court…
But in united states district court under federal procedures the IRS has to (as a plaintiff or defendant) give full
disclosure and have all the question he wants answered!! If they don’t testify they are going to get sanctions and
eventually all their testimony will become irrelevant!! And when irs fail to answer your questions its costing you
$1000 a day because its holding up your ability to create a defense for yourself!!! And u really need answer so that
you can have your right to a fair and speedy trial!!
if i was being evasive with answer then the IRS could have all my computers seized to get what they needed…so u
ask that all their computer be seized so u can get the answers you seek!! U simply say u want to see if they’re
doing this to anybody else, for the greater good of society i want to see who else they may be doing this to!! This
can help all the other people who are being maliciously prosecuted by the irs!!I want all their records of everyone
who had their house taken by the IRS to make sure this didn’t happen to them too! I want to see their case files to
see if this is systemic or a pattern or racketeering!!!!
the plaintiff is the united states of America( because they are going to be forced to go to district court and pursue
you their) so that means you get to ask the united states of America question!! How are they going to answer?
So one gets to find out who speaks for America?? Barack Obama?? What man answer’s to that name??
Because some man is responsible for coke cola!! Some man will have to answer for the United States of America!!?
(Very interesting to see who will answer for America in that case)
Does the United States of America have the right to harm to a man if they simply owe a debt?

They can’t bring up any contract like the constitution because our names cannot be found on it means the contract
is implied not expressed!!It is simple being implied that i am an American/Canadian not expressed… and it must be
expressed to be good law!

Failing to file,
many times irs charges people with failing to file…one must challenge the words ambiguity..what is filing? How is
putting pen on paper considered filing?
Ask the irs What does failure to file mean? I failed to file my nails on the deck of my boat? What did i fail to file?
Am i supposed to go to the IRS in the flesh and physically file this in a cabinet?
If there is more than one way to interpret that statute it is ambiguous and that mean that it does not stand true.
Did government ask u to file ever?
They want you write a confession! Don’t turn states witness on yourself..None can force u too.
if a judge wants to give you an order tell him you conditionally accept upon a half of front deposit for the cost of
how much you want to charge for filling the form how long it may take(time can’t be restored once it is spent), and
the judge bears all liability as you don’t know the tax code.

The IRS does not take you to court
It’s the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA that takes you to court as the plaintiff. The irs works for them and then they
report you to them. U invite them to tax federal court is what gets us in trouble…we need to invite them to our
court…
Who's the petitioner?
In an IRS case we are generally the petitioner. We file the paperwork that places us as the plaintiff moving the
case. The IRS is defending itself against us, IRS is the defendant. Proof of burden is thus on us.

The united states is bound by a piece of paper..The constitution…A MAN IS NOT!!! So where is it written that the
creation [the United States of America] has the right to hurt its creator [man] and still be allowed to exist??
Frankenstein had no court no jury and was destroyed immediately when it harmed man!! The land, the people
rose up and destroyed the creature!!the creature has no right to complain because it harmed man!!!\
Government can carry on doing what they do but thye better get my consent before they do!!! Let them have the
persons of this society for god has no respect for them, then why we should!!
At your common law court of record don’t answer any questions about tax returns or citizenship and ask if this
decision can be appealed, then this decision is not operating under the common law which is unappealable ..you
bob(judge) have to protect my right because your oath of office says u must protect said right if i evoke said right
the by way of your constitution article 7
Citizen is like saying u work for the usa…do you? I do not…
So is the irs asking? Or just some agent?? Well if there is no irs then why would i need to answer any questions?
Let them answer your questions first before u go incriminating yourself… let them go first in this little game.. u win
because u the nature of a common law court… as they must appear and they can’t… so if they can’t make u answer
in court to those questions then why answer those question outside of court??

If any man has rightful claim to my property let him come to a common law court of record and state his or her
case in front of the 12 judges, and maybe they will find for that man…and remember attorneys can’t testify on
their behalf.
When standing before the judge ask u “ r u represented” reply with “no, i am here to present my case to the court.
I have been aggrieved and i am here to request form the court to create a constructive trust” this is to take all the
money between the two and hold it in trust”
The judge will say they understand. The lawyers are next in the introductions and then its ones turn again;
tell them your side of the story… and then its their turn and when they go stop the lawyers from talking as they
don’t have firsthand knowledge of the relationship so they have no say in this man on man case

U can basically take any judgment in a tax court and flip it saying it’s a completely biased court.. if the IRS wanted
to it could go to a regular mom and pop court and file a claim and that way i could face and question my accuser…
they don’t and want you to play in their court with their rules where you have no rights! How fair is that? a jury will
eat that up! Tell the jury to find in your favour and if the IRS want to face a man to go to a regular court like
everyone else and file a claim!! U don’t bring over to your state your file it in my county… you don’t move me to
you court? U think it’s fair to have the united states vs bob in a united states court? Is there not a more neutral
place than that? Like a county court local to me? If they are right they will have judgment in 21 days? I’d urge the
jury to tell the United States of America to file in a regular claim court like everybody else has too!!
Ask for a trial in another countries courts because the clear conflict of interest that a unite states of America court
would have ruling over itself in a United States of America case? Judges recues themselves for less!!!
ask for a change of venue and to take their case to your local county court house!!where my neighbors and my
peers can judge me!! Just like everybody else!!
When u sue someone u have to go to their county and file…so that a jury of their peers can judge them(from their
hood)
This is the reason why u need to know the rules of the game being played in the neighborhood your in!!
In their courts their rules are designed for them to win…you can’t speak, you can’t ask questions, you cant bring in
exhibit…it’s like asking mommy…she can deny or help at her whim!! “mommy the clock say 7 30” mom reply”i
don’t care i say its 9 o clock and i make the rules so if you don’t like the rules i will hold u in contempt of court and
take your house and everything in the piggy bank!! And u r going to wish u played by mommy’s rules!!” that is the
parallel!!
“if the judgment from the irs court is granted by this court and this court executes the judgment and grants them
the order and their wish to seize my house, a man will be harmed”
This is mafia logic…because i owe u a debt i can break your arm!!! This ‘aint right!!! If a judge thinks this is okay u
go banana’s!! Because that is an outrage because this is what the Gambino do to you when u owe them a debt is
to harm someone..Government (judges) was create by man (us)to protect man and his property(zero not a little
not a bit zero not one hair not one drop of blood)!!! How is this any different for the government to walk in with
their guns just like the mafia and take what they want and have no consideration of me,, just because i owe them
$5!!? I owe them some piece of paper that not even back by gold or silver??
How is that fair and just!!?? How is that okay to cause me harm!!
It is not okay to harm any many not matter what but specially for a debt!!! It’s insane and obscene!!
An accounting error is no reason to do man harm!! The UNITED STATES OF AMERICA cannot show damages if u
don’t give them a house!!! But a man can!! And u must show the harm, the wrong before one has a legitimate case
before the court!! There is no damage to the fictional entity!! They will be fine tomorrow and the day after!! They
are a 2dimensional piece of paper..Nothing will happen to the USA or the IRS!! Because they are just 2 dimensional
concepts!!
“but everyone has to pay their fair share” : “but that is no excuse to harm man”
Like when a girl says stop ..u have to stop or you’re going to jail for harming her… the same rule applies here..u
need to stop or this is going to harm a man!! Stop means stop!!!

If you think that just because you are shielded or clocked with a badge or that black robe or some uniform and
think u can cause harm to man because of that.. well that is obscene!! That is not why we placed u in that position
and function in society” u better have a darn good reason for harming another man!!maybe u were saving the life
or harm of a another man!! And it better not be over a debt!!!
If i lend someone $20 i cant break his legs for it when he cant pay!! In fact the question as to why i lent that money
if i couldn’t afford to lose it? U cant just go over there and demand their house now and break their legs!! It’s
obscene!!
Even if everyone is paying their fair share, that doesn’t give them the right to break your legs? Society may turns its
back to us but not break our legs!! So if u want to shut me out form services like welfare and that fine but u can’t
overtly hurt me!!!
Don’t make any deals with the devil because he has every trick up his sleeve…the IRS will not stop coming after
you.. they will use every opportunity to take you home with paperwork!!
If u do anything they ask u to do!!! Because that is instant u are submitting to their request they have jurisdiction!!
Don’t surrender no matter what!! Die if u have to before u do anything they ask u to do!!! Not one!!! I WILL NEVER
SUBMIT TO YOUR JURISDICTION OR ORDERS, EVER!!!I WILL NEVER SHOW THE WORLD THAT I OBEY YOU,
PETETION YOU A PUBLIC SERVANT,,,YOU WORK FOR ME!!! I PETITION ONLY GOD FOR MY RELIEF!! I don’t pray to
judges!!
U can send my kids fingers in a box..i am not going to comply!! It will never happen!!
Prosecutor will name call to draw u in like TAX PROTESTOR..reply with i think everyone should pay their taxes!!
Because if you believe you owe taxes u better pay them!!
The irs doesn’t intimidate…its employees do that…note the difference…if u say the irs intimidates, u are bringing it
into existence so don’t!! the IRS is just 3 letters on a piece of paper..Nothing more…

When they say “you” respond with i am not Chinese who is this YU, you speak of?
Or “there is no you as there is no more than just me singular here simple as a man”
Forget lets be reasonable its black or white. Watch out for their term of art..
They are trying to color the situation. We are not giving government an inch… or they will take a mile..

They are trying to color the
situation..

The court are free to the queen so they are free for me!!
Forget lets be reasonable its black or white..watch out for their term of art..

We are not giving government an inch… or they will take a mile..

If judges say there is contract obligating u in some way u ask where is that contract? Is it here? They may say no
Ask is this some code you’re coming after me with? They say yes you demand for the law because the Thompson
cant be liable and they won’t be able to produce it and if they do can thye see if your expressly written in it? Or
show me the creator of that law and how they can hold me liable? Show me how he created it for my behalf? And
then i will comply and consent…and tender compensation but until then cease and desist or i will hold u liable for
making a false claim..we do this only because this is impossible thing to do 

IRS will have people look like they are testifying…ASK THE JUDGE ”is this woman testifying?”
So u say who owes going to come forth from the irs to tell me an exact dollar amount that i owe? [nobody is going
to come forth] ..please have someone to the exact amount down to the cent explain how i owe the IRS money..?
all i want is a man to come by and verify that the itemized bill detailing what i owe is true under oath and
affirmation so i can gladly pay the bill!!!

Doesn’t matter what court you are in …”who is the man on the prosecutor side whose going to come forth and just
give me an verified to be true itemized statement of the debt and show me how u arrived at that so i can get this
over with and tender them a bill!! I can’t do anything until i get a bill!!! What are the exact charges so i can answer
definitively?? Until they answer that question they can’t proceed??

How to deal with getting a judges full name!! just write a letter to the judge..i require your full name and if not the
reason as to why you won’t or cannot and the reasons why and please sign it!!
In this country you have to forgive me of my trespass as you have to forgive me of my debt.
U can’t cause me harm that is not your job!!
You [judge] have been created for the benefit of man… and i told u that you are going to execute that judgment on
me a man that it will cause harm to me ..
The judge will say but you owe a debt to the irs…
u didn’t hear what i said…i said if you execute your judgment it will hurt i a man…(the two aren’t related..They are
separate things…. He could ask you to be a slave to them and work it off? But he has decided that the house should
be taken to settle the bill.. Well your saying fine i owe the IRS …but the house is another issue completely that the
judge is creating an judgment that will harm man and he cant… he can judge that i owe a debt..but the judgment
can’t hurt man because he was created for man’s benefit!!!
How is the united states of America or the IRS going to be harmed if i don’t take my house away from me?
How is it a benefit for them? They are a fictional entity? How can they be changed by my house? They won’t be
affected in the least? But i will be harmed if you take my house!
It doesn’t have arms it doesn’t have legs….it cannot possess it!!

everyone in America pays taxes! A judge my shout out…
Reply with so native American on reservations, the Eskimos in the Arctic Circle? Everyone from the north pole to
the south pole? Cuba is in America as well? Do they pay taxes?
he may reply “you know what i mean?”
u reply “no i don’t? u judge are implying things and u know very well that you need to be expressed not implied.
For good law to be good it must be exact! If you’re going open your mouth in this court you better be dead on”

ur going to judge me and you don’t know where the Americas lie…u better get someone else in here before
someone gets hurt… specially me!!

Idiot does not mean stupid or dumb.
See attached exhibit a- Idiot is a word derived from the Greek ἰδιώτης, idiōtēs ("person lacking professional skill",
"a private citizen", "individual"), from ἴδιος, idios ("private", "one's own").You have to love being called an idiot by a judge because that means you’re going home

Prepare these separate notices just in case for court. Don’t change the capitalization.
----notice
cancel title
regarding: 'xxxxxxxx'

On this day, December 5, 2015, i: [a] man, Ross, hereby cancel all obligation to the title of 'Defendant' or any
such title, as i believe being so bound causes harm to i, a man; i believe i am liable ONLY to my fellow man;
i wish to settle this matter out of court;
who says i do wrong?

i say all herein be true
------notice
idiot
regarding: 'xxxxxxxx'
i: [a] man, Ross, am an idiot to the Legal Society, its practices and procedures, and the language of legal persons,
Legalese, all of which i do not understand
i say all herein be true
------notice
not ready to proceed
regarding: 'xxxxxxxxx'

i: [a] man, Ross, am not ready to proceed; i require an additional 60 days to settle this matter out of court
i say all herein be true
------notice
orders
regarding: 'xxxxxx'
Any man or woman who directs an order to i: a man, Ross, bears liability
i say all herein be true
----notice
representation
regarding: 'xxxxxxx'
Any man or woman who acts on behalf of i: [a] man, Ross, bears all liability
i say all herein be true
----We rebut the presumptions by putting notice in to the court… sample letter……
Notice:
i a man appear before this course solely as a man, without representation, without title defendant, pro se, tax
payer to give notice as follows; i am an idiot in legalese; i do not understand the customs of the legal society nor do
i believe any law exist which requires man to know or understand these things; i believe the government exist to
secure rights and protect property of man see exhibit a(idiot is defined extensively , everything explaining legalese
the right to a trial by jury), where it says in the constitution that they are there to protect rights. Article 12 of the
New Hampshire constitution that says the same thing..
not only do i believe the legal society has no jurisdiction over me but i also believe your constitution reads it also
see exhibit A- attach separate sheet(Canada charter sec. 32)
----Because no man/woman at the IRS can or will come forward with a claim because they don’t know how much
money u made (they weren't there too witness it) and you can’t be forced to testify against myself… they are
caught in a catch 22!! Again!! No man!! No claim!!NO CONTRAVERSY!!

watch what they ask you to make cheque to non existent US TREASURY ….department of us treasury…i think the
department of treasury is trying to dodge liability?
KL believes the irs is just trying to slow down our massive economic force by either burning your cheques or
blowing up bomb trying to keep us down…
We never ask where the money goes that i sent the irs last year? What national debt? Where is this account?
where did we borrow this from?(i did and that’s why the lack of accountability stops me from paying my property
tax and i don’t care that they bundle the firefighters in there because it is either they are going to take it and be
accountable or they aren’t getting one cent of mine)
Where’s the law that says I a man have to confess and tell you everything I did? Where’s it say that I a man have to
take pen and paper and confess all money I made this year? I didn’t say CITIZEN, I didn’t say TAXPAYER, I said MAN.
Man is my title given to me by God, you, tax collector; have a title granted to you by some other public servant.
Let me see the man. IRS? Bank? Where’s the man who’s surety for the bank? Who has a claim against me?
“Are you saying that the man has to be surety for his claim, but the bank doesn’t have to show up for their claim?
That I a man is surety for my claim but no one is surety for the bank? We have to have equal footing here, it’s got
to be fair judge.”
Just tell the IRS agent who is assessing us, “I need your signature on this that says I owe this amount, I’ll be glad to
pay it. if you’re wrong I’ll need to hold you liable.”
If someone is demanding of our property (making a claim), they must be demanding it by rights. So we ask “who
has that right?” nobody can do it unless they have the right to.
If they show us a statute? Cool, I’m going to need a man to sign on paper that the statute applies to me, in case
they’re wrong, I can hold a man liable.
(don’t say/write, but this is what we’ll do: “If I believe the claim be true, I’ll be glad to pay the amount owed; if I
believe the claim to be in error, I’ll be glad to take that man or woman who signed for it into a common law court
to verify your claim in front of a jury.”)
I’m not going to stand here and listen to complaints all day, but I love settling claims, I will answer all claims
tendered to my person.

In court if the IRS’ council asks us this question in front of the judge: “is this paycheck here in your bank account
not considered income?”, do we answer with a question? (Since 3sec silence is considered an answer). We say
“None of that is income.” (Income is for employees of the state/nation, since we are not employed by the
state/nation, we have zero income). WE DON’T TESTIFY AGAINST OURSELVES>>>ASK THEM SINCE THEY ARE THE
DECTECTIVES DON’T ASK ME FOR A CONFESSION!!!

Income tax is based on a confession
The irs is only looking for you to confess, it is a completely voluntary system….if you don’t believe it, then it can’t
be true….and if you don’t believe it’s true there isn’t anybody else who can hold you to anything else…
If they are asking for a plea deal ask who are they offering the plea to ..i the man or the defendant? Because the
state has the authority and jurisdiction over the tax payer hence they can offer them a plea but not a man.

Income tax

Income tax is whatever you believe it is.. the irs cannot say what is income only i the man can what I say is
income…..it’s what u believe is income define how much income tax u pay..Hence if u believe you made income
then you have to pay income tax..
u say u have no income then they have to prove differently…. no one can verify anything and u keep your mouth
shut and win. Even when they pull up your bank account and point to the deposits.. you stay silent as you don’t
have to turn state witness on yourself… “I am not here to confess anything” who says I do wrong?
because there are 6 or 7 different forms of ways money gets into your account..they can’t tell what is what, so
they need you to confess to what is income.”
ask them back if they believe it’s income?
they will admit”they have no idea what your income is” they want you to tell them….. Don’t confess…
One shouldn’t be interested in how their codes define income…
be an idiot.. no law compel me to understand it.. is there a law that says I have to believe you beliefs? No i don’t
think so…

now with the irs since they are the plaintiff they have to tell him the nature of his wrong in detail. The IRS cannot
say to a man that they did wrong

Dealing with Property Taxes….

You have to give back to society!!! If u aren’t doing anything maybe property taxes might be your way to give back
to help your localities.. how r the figherfighter going to get gas to get to your house!!!
Who’s the man form Kahuna County (property tax department) going to come forth and give me the itemized
statement of the bill? I have not yet received it to date but as soon as I do I will pay it all. I have yet to receive the
exact charges so i can answer them definitively…
They know the rules, you don’t have to explain the rules which is it better not be off by a penny because if your
off by one cent; we have fraud!! (Just like Shylock and his pound of flesh)
Please tender me the bill and the itemized statement of the bill of particulars…
Ask them for an itemized statement of the bill so you can’t settle the debt as i want to be a honorable man send it
forth with so i can settle this so there is no controversy..
They may send u the bill..
Then u ask for an itemized and they may send it..
Then ask how much did coi county have to put out?
And how much is this federal grant money was reimbursed?
how much did they get form the state reimbursement?
Is this pure 100 % coi county tax payer money?
Property tax
Ask any state after us for property tax to define property, and then define tax, and what is property tax? And how
am I expressly written into that code? Show me.
It’s something that says I have to pay property taxes , and that sounds ridiculous.

When I say to people is you’re saying I don’t own something? You believe you’re letting me borrow it? Lease it?
Rent it? is that what you believe a tax is?
My belief in property is it’s exclusive to me and nobody else within society can make a claim for it. my belief in
what property is is obviously not what your belief in property is.
Hi bob Can you please define the word property and the word tax. Are you saying there’s some sort of a code
between you and I that I owe you some money?
So we buy a piece of land and the government wants to tax us for putting a castle on it. We write them a simple
letter. What’s the value of the vacant lot beside mine? Why do you believe you have rights to the equity I put on
my land? What makes you believe you can get something from me? Technically someone built the roads,
technically someone cut the trees, but they’ve all been paid already. That’s like saying I owe a debt to Columbus
for discovering America. How does the county believe they have a claim to my sweat equity? No one who built
those roads were slaves, they all got compensated, there’s no more debt anyone can say I still owe to him.
Look if I built a car, and I sell it to you for 20k, I can’t keep laying claim to that car after I’ve been paid. Because I’ve
already been compensated. There is no more debt owed to me.

Extras:
If the IRS has garnished your salary…this is causing me great harm as a man and i require a garnishment hearing
immediately…
Dealing with your employer over IRS garnishment
U have an agreement with your employer for the work you do..u can stop them from sending it the irs and demand
it..and if they are afraid of the irs u tell them to talk to me directly and don’t worry..if they call u tell them u don’t
want to be in breach of contract with this man and be sued by this man.. it’s his property and i will give what he
exactly earned..
If the irs is garnishing your wages without your permission...that means ur employer is giving the irs your
money..so u can't sue the irs because they didn't do anything as its ur employer that is doing the wrong to u...tell
your employer to cease and desist or u will seek remedy..
For instance if u lend ur car to Bob and u tell Bob to give it back to u when ur done...Bob can't give ur car to the irs
because u and Bob have a trust..

if the IRS disappear it will come back in another form if not stronger so the best deal is to keep the irs and learn to
beat them. And keep them still…don’t get rid of them just control them
do not redirect or relocate any of my property their will be a breach of contract..if someone wants to say i owe a
debt they can come to me.
401 is voluntarily giving someone your money to do with it whatever they want!!!Because u never placed any
terms and conditions on it!! If u Assume it( bear all liability) if you didn’t say u expect this all back when u
retire..that’s assumption ..Because they never said they would give it back!!it’s the IRS btw!!! 401 k is in the same
title code 26 sec. 401 sub sec. K!!! YUPPP!!! Total scam!!

they can and have at any ime take your money and give you any bs excuse they want and there isn’t a thing oyu
can do about it..Because u gave it away!!
They don’t come after young folks… they wait until the end and then tell you some nonsense about restructuring
and there goes your money!! And u cant sue!! Because you unconditionally surrendered your money to them!!! U
don`t have no say and they don’t owe you one! It was a gamble form the beginning…it’s what is typically none as a
ponzi scheme…con man have always existed.
Just like a casino can prey on you to take your money doesn’t mean they put a gun to your head to come in? so
they aren’t liable for your loses….same with the 401k you have no recourse because none put a gun to your head!!
You would probably have to go to a trial by jury to get some help but they will have to bend the law to get you
your result!!

